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Introduction: Determining the source and tracing the nature of the Mangala Valles outflow channel are important for 
understanding channel formation processes and past. volatile rwvoirs .  The channels in Mangala Valles appear to have 
formed from a single source (1). Most theories invoke catastrophic release of water or a slurry to explain the formation 
of the Martian outflow channels in general (e.g.2,3). In order to locate and characterize the source for the Mangala 
V d e s  outflow channel system we have: identified and systematically mapped terrain types; constructed topographic 
cross-sections for analyzing the mode of outflow; established a chronology for Mangala Valles formation; made 
obse~a t ions  from high resolution (40 m/p) V i g  Orbiter images of channel related features and terrain contacts; and 
identified the nature of the source region. 
Tenrrin Descriptions: Figure 1 is a generalized map of the various terrains identified in the Mangala Valles Outflow 
region studied (0'-20°S, 145"-157.5"W). Cratered Terrains: The western portion of the region in consideration is 
characterized by a hilly and cratered surface exhibiting longitudinal valleys and ancient valley networks. Although a 
small section to the north has numerous craters greater than one kilometer, the muted appearance of narrow valleys and 
smaller craters indicate a light mantling. MountainouslRidged Tenain: A ridged highland terrrain transects the region 
with a NE-SW trend. The largest ridge appears to form a topographic barrier for Arsia Mons lava flows to the east. 
Plains Units: The eastern boundary of the region is a volcanic plains terrain that originates from Arsia Mons and is 
characterized by numerous flow fronts. Two undifferentiated intermontane plains units west of the mountainous ridged 
terrain are crosscut by one of the large fractures of Memnonia Fossae. Irnmediatly south of this fracture, the plains are 
crossed by smaller fractures and are lightly cratered. To the north the plains are channeled and more heavily cratered. 
Neither of these plains terrains has fresh craters greater than ten kilometers. Because they display smooth intercrater 
areas, both units are assumed to be volcanic in origin. Stippled Terrain: The stippled terrain is characterized by a 
knobby texture superposed on craters and intercrater areas. The knobs are generally about 500m high and 1-2 krn 
apart. The stippled terrain and the heavily cratered terrain both contain longitudinal and ancient valley networks; 
however, within the stippled terrain all the valleys exhibit the knobby texture. The stipple is imprinted on the ejecta 
facies of older craters but is not found on the channel floors. Mantle Terruin: A deposit as  much as  five kilometers thick 
forms the northern boundry of the region. It has been interpreted to be aeolian sediments related to polar wandering (4) 
or volcanic pyroclastic deposits (5,6). Isolated pockets of mantle terrain material occur within the stippled terrain, near 
the stipplelmantle contact, and on the floors of craters. Although most of these pockets are smooth, certain crater floors 
have distinctive textures. Other studies (7) have characterized surfaces within the Mountainlridged terrain and the 
channel floors as  being mantled on the basis of radar reflectance data. Chnnnel Terrain: Channels of apparently fluvial 
origin extend for a t  least 900 kilometers northward with dtstinctive drainage patterns dependent on terrain type. 
Channels erodmg the smooth plains material are straight, flat floored and wide. North of the smooth plains, within 
Mangala Valles proper (0°-70S,1500-1550W, channels take on two contrasting morphologies: some channels branching 
in several directions and with complex drainage patterns; others becoming straight, narrow and deeply incised. 
Discussion: Crater count data from this study and previous studies (8) are displayed in Figure 2. The channel floors 
are the youngest terrain type. All plains units are close in age: younger than Arsia Mons lava flows. Superposition 
indicates that the stipple terrain postdates the cratered terrain but predates the plains, consistent with crater counts. 

'Channel erosional features differ throughout the region. Within the smooth plains, large craters diverted the 
outflow, thereby creating streamlined features. Farther north (within Mangala Valles) crater walls have been breached, 
and the outflow proceeded through instead of around the crater. Smaller bedforms and portions of stream channels occur 
in isolated patches within the topographically high mountainouslridged terrain, whereas no evidence for similar channel 
erosion is present a t  lower elevations in the heavily cratered terrain. North-south topographic profiles along the course 
of the outflow (hgure 3) from (9) suggest that the terrain adjacent to the channel may rise toward the north. Although 
the base level also appears to rise, this may be a resolution effect. East-west profiles show the channels in the south 
incising a plateau that  is topographically higher than the cratered terrain to the west and lower than the ridged and 
volcanic terrains to the east. 

The knobby texture of the stipple terrain superposes portions the cratered terrain and certain plains. The 
gradational stipphdmantle boundary and the nature of the mantle terrain itself indicate that the mantled deposit is 
presently being stripped away, revealing the stipple pattern. 

Many paradoxes result if these observations are interpreted in the context of current theories. Carr (1) 
proposes that the breached fracture dividing the undifferentiated plains is the source of the Mangala outflow. As the 
channel is traced northward forin the proposed source; however, recently published topographic maps (9) reveal that the 
outflow apparently travels upslope. The outflow is confined to channels that are deeply incised into an elevated plateau. 
It is curious that the outflow did not follow the topographically lower cratered terrains to the west of the proposed source. 
A sequence of events for the region shows that the the outflow channels are much younger than the stipple pattern, 
thereby e-.eluding outwash or f l o o d q  as  a possible mode of origin for the stipple. The occurrence of the stipple terrain 
a t  both high and low elevations also makes unlikely the possibility for stipple formation by ponded flow. 
Znterprptcrtionu: A single source area for the Mangala Valles system seems unlikely. The confined source area having 
no major collapse features, the incised elevated terrain, and the topographic profdes all suggest that fluid flow occurred 
over a long period of time and tha t  the initial baee level was only partially controlled by the surface presently exposed. 
Discrepancies with a proposed single source would be eliminated if the source material were originally in a deposit 
overlying the entire region through which the Mangala Valles eystem was initiated. A seperate contribution details such 
a scenario (10). 
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Figure 2: Crater count data compiled from 
cumulative size-frequency over the range from .5 to 
10 km. Interpolations from slopes of distribution 
provided values for numbers larger than 1 km. 
Counts of stipple terrain made from 40 m/p VO 
images; counts for plains made from 267 m/p VO 
images. 
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Figare 1: G e m d i d  terrain map undif. plains (south) 
of study area made from MC-16 NE Channels 
and M C 1 6  SE controlled 
p h o ~ m o s a i ~  and &h -1ution VO Mantle Deposit Volcanic Plains 
images. 
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'Okm Figure 3: Topographic cross-sections of channel floor and 

adjacent terrain (Locations shown in figure 1). Vertical 
ticks denote changes in direction of cross-section. Both 
cross-sections show 5X vertical exaggeration. 
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